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Random Effects, Mixed Models & 

Generalized Estimating Equations

Wrapping up Mixed Models



AN EXAMPLE WITH TWO FACTORS

• Density of Anaecypris hispanica as a function of current 

velocity (corrf) and river (riverI) - dataAHD.txt

• One might be random… you have to explore

• Create a small report describing the data

• Model A. hispanica density as a function of the covariates

• Take you conclusions

At the end of the class I’ll give you (I’ve given you ;) my code that allows you to see how I generated the

data and how the different models retrieve different components of the “truth”.







Using velocity as a factor variable in the mixed effects model

14+14=28

14+3-(14+14)=3-14=-11

14+6-(14+14)=6-14=-8



We could also compare the estimated value of the random effect 

associated with each river, and the true random effect value used in 

the generation of the data

Understanding this bit of code is actually quite complicated! It requires:

1. looking at “Aula 18” to understand what the different levels of a prediction from a mixed model 

correspond to

1. level=0 – population level

2. level=1 – level of the random effect

2. Realizing that the difference between those gives you the estimated random effect

3. Realizing that the rounding is used just to make the visualization more digestible (and avoiding 

issues with rounding)



A CONCLUSION ABOUT 
FIXED vs. RANDOM EFFECTS

• Whether a factor is included as a random effect or not is often 

a philosophical question. If

1. One is interested in the specific levels of the factor (e.g. each 

of the rivers) then it should be a fixed effect

2. One is interested in the variability across the different levels 

of the random effect, but not on each river per sem then it 

should be a random effect

The discussion and the conclusions will necessarily be different!



• Random effects are often used to “soak up” variation that exists in the data but 

which we can’t describe

• In fact, river is not really a random factor at all (say what?) It is just a proxi for 

stuff we can’t explain!

• What happens is that there are some differences across rivers, e.g. 

• some have dams and some don’t, 

• some are wide and some are narrow, 

• some are surrounded by forests some by agricultural fields,

• Etc.

A CONCLUSION ABOUT 
RANDOM EFFECTS



• If we had all the (relevant) variables, once these were all included in a model, we 

would not need river as a random effect

• But because we never do, this is a useful way to remove some of the variability 

that otherwise unexplained would end up in the error term, but in this way is 

explained by the random effect

• As a consequence, it makes it more likely that we will find relevant variables 

amongst the ones we have collected… and that is a good thing ☺

A CONCLUSION ABOUT 
RANDOM EFFECTS



A NOTE ON ML vs. REML

• When fitting mixed models the default is to use REML, not ML

• This is because ML (for technical reasons beyond what I want to torture you about 

– 4trbwIwttya) produces biased estimates of variances

• REML is shown to have better properties

• However, REML does not allow you to do (in general, it does under certain 

conditions 4trbwIwttya) likelihood ratio tests, and so model selection might be 

harder with REML

• This is why e.g. Zuur et al. 2009 recommend the procedure that was referred to in 

“Aula 18”, slide 31, now slightly updated in the next slide



AULA 18, SLIDE 31, UPDATED

1. Start from a full model with all relevant fixed effects

2. Find best random structure (e.g. via AIC, or because it is the structure that respects your experiment.

Comparing two models with nested random structures cannot be done with ML because the estimators for the

variance terms are biased)

3. Conditional on that random effect structure, select the relevant (fixed) effects
(To compare models with nested fixed effects (but with the same random structure), ML estimation must be used and

not REML)

4. Present the final model using REML estimation

Model selection in a mixed model context (a possible top-down approach)

e.g. recommended by Diggle et al. (2002) The Analysis of Longitudinal Data. Oxford University Press, see also page 122 of Zuur et al. 2009



Dealing with correlation

Random Effects, Mixed Models & 

Generalized Estimating Equations

Generalized Estimating Equations



So… why is it relevant to account for the correlation structure?

1. It does often not change much the parameter estimates… but

2. It changes the variance of the parameters, which means that 

inferences might change!

When we consider a LM, GLM or a GAM, we assume the data are 

independent

This is often not the case, and not accounting for the correlation 

structure will tend to lead to errors

Strong (positive) correlation              Smaller effective sample size

In particular,  we will often find significant predictors than we should!

Why: because with positive correlation (the most common case) we 

think we have more data than we actually have!



When we consider a LM, GLM or a GAM, we assume the data are 

independent



GGEs represent an alternative to mixed models, where you model 

the relationship between the mean value and the variance (of a 

response variable), not the actual distribution of the data

These are also called marginal models or population averaged 

models, because in this case you are not interested in the response 

at the level of the “random effects” (if so you need a GLMM or a 

GAMM), you are just interested in modelling the response at the 

population level but accounting for the adequate correlation 

structure present in the data.

Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE’s) 



GEEs can be used to analyze repeated measurements (either or not 

over time, in the later case often called longitudinal repeated 

measurements) data.  

These can be used to model continuous, binary, proportional, or count 

data (so, essentially the same type of data we have already dealt with 

in a GLM or GAM framework).

Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE’s) 

Much material in these slides was blatantly stolen from 

material kindly shared by my good friend Monique 

MacKenzie – so many thanks Mon ☺ https://moniquemackenzie.wixsite.com/drmoniquemackenzie

https://moniquemackenzie.wixsite.com/drmoniquemackenzie


A good way to model response variable accounting for 

correlation structures in the data when we are not 

really interested about the random effects is using GEEs

GEEs can include linear terms but also non-linear smooth terms… but that is not trivial to do.

GEEs can be implemented in R via: geepack geeglm

package function

R syntax    

geeglm(formula, id, data, corstr, family)

defines groups     defines the correlation structure       defines mean-variance relation



So the key thing is to decide what is the expected correlation structure inside each “unit”

Each one of these 

is a block of the 

block correlation 

matrix





Defining the relation between mean value and variance is via argument family



Defining the correlation structure 

is via argument corstr

Defining the relation between mean value and variance is via argument family

Cada elemento dos blocos tem uma correlação (potencialmente) diferente



Unstructured correlation matrix…

This is the hardest to fit and not recommended if you don’t know exactly what 

you are doing. The large number of parameters means that the model might 

become unstable.
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A real life example
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TODAY’s TASK

Revisit two datasets from FT7b4ME 20 11 2019.pdf in “Aula 19”

Account for variation across farms

Account for variation over time in the same nest 



If you are looking at 

this slide, 

I have pressed click 

one time too many 

☺

!


